Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
1523 Pacific Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(831) 460-3200, info@sccrtc.org , www.sccrtc.org

Pedestrian Safety Work Group
(A subcommittee of the RTC’s Elderly & Disabled Transportation Advisory Committee)

Santa Cruz Regional Transportation Commission
1523 Pacific Avenue, Santa Cruz, CA
Agenda –Tuesday, December 11, 2018 @ 1:30 pm to 3:30 pm
1. Introductions
2. Additions or Deletions to the agenda
3. Review August 30, 2018 Meeting Notes
4. Cruz511 Outreach and Messaging
5. Construction Guidelines
6. Pedestrian Hazard Reports
7. Next Meeting Date & Topics
•

January 24, 2019

•

Sidewalk Maintenance FAQ
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DRAFT
Pedestrian Safety Work Group – 8/30/2018
Attendees: Veronica Elsea (Chair), Grace Blakeslee, Debbie Bulger, John Daugherty, Joanna
Edmonds
1. Introductions
2. Additions or deletions to the agenda

None
3. Received Notes from 4/26/18 meeting
4. Received Notes from 5/24/18 meeting
5. Pedestrian Hazard Reporting System

RTC staff reported results of meetings with local jurisdictions to discuss the hazard
reporting system and to get input about possible improvements to the system, but still
need to schedule meetings with some jurisdictions.
6. Construction Guidelines

Workgroup members discussed content of guidelines, ways to reach the construction
community, and how partner agencies can be resources in this effort.
7. Cruz511 Outreach and Messaging

RTC staff shared feedback from Cruz511 staff and the Communications Specialist about
where and how to include Elderly and Disabled Pedestrian Safety Messaging in outreach
efforts.
8. Next Meeting Dates & Topics

•

Next Meeting‐ September 25, 2018

•

Pedestrian Hazard Reporting System

•

Construction Guidelines

•

Elderly and Disabled Pedestrian Safety Messaging
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Cruz511 Sample Social Media Posts

Social Media Post 1
Image 1 (Title)
Tips for bicyclists and pedestrians sharing the road at crosswalks
Image shows a crosswalk at an intersection with one traffic lane on
each side, buffered bike lanes, and pedestrian crossing sign.
Image 2 (Tip 1)
Pedestrians: Wear reflective and visible clothing and look both ways
before crossing
Image shows woman and boy wearing brightly colored clothing looking
both ways while waiting on sidewalk to cross the road at a crosswalk.
Image 3 (Tip 2)
Bicyclists: Keep crosswalks clear and proceed with caution when you
approach pedestrians.
Image shows visually impaired woman beginning to cross street in
crosswalk while cyclist wearing reflective clothing and a helmet is
waiting stopped before the crosswalk.

Social Media Post 2
Image 1 (Title)
Tips for bicyclists and pedestrians sharing the road at intersections
Image shows an intersection with crosswalks, stop lights, green bike
lanes, and crossing signals. There are two cars stopped, a cyclist
stopped, and a visually impaired pedestrian waiting to cross at the
corner. The crossing signal has a do not cross signal on.
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Image 2 (Tip 1)
Bicyclists: Obey all traffic lights and signs and use hand signals
Image shows cyclist wearing a helmet using her left arm to signal that
she will be turning right. She is approaching an intersection with
crosswalks and is in the right turn lane.
Image 3 (Tip 2)
Pedestrians: Cross at intersections or in crosswalks and look both ways
before crossing.
Image shows woman and boy wearing brightly colored clothing looking
towards oncoming traffic while crossing the road in a crosswalk.
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Cruz511 Sample Social Media Posts
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Cruz511 Sample Social Media Posts
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Cruz511 Newsletter, August 2018

If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view.

Get Real-Time Traffic
Avoid the backups and check Cruz511 for the latest travel
conditions
Did you know that you can monitor traffic congestion and incidents, lane closures, highway cameras
and changeable message signs on freeways and local roads using Cruz511? Before you head out
on your next trip, check the Cruz511 real-time map.
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Cruz511 Newsletter, August 2018

TDM - How Can it Work for You?
TDM or Transportation Demand Management is a fast-growing concept in the transportation
world, and whether you have heard the term or not, it is a safe bet that you have heard of or
used TDM services. TDM services focus on identifying alternates to single occupant vehicle
use and helping people commute more efficiently. According to RideAmigos, the leading cloudbased commuter management platform, TDM programs “provide information, incentives,
resources, and support to people who want to make the best possible use of available
transportation options. These alternatives include public transit, carpooling, vanpooling,
ridesharing, walking, and cycling.”

There are many ways that TDM can work for you. Visit Cruz511.org to explore carpooling and
rideshare options in Santa Cruz County, and for bike maps, pedestrian resources, and bus
schedule and route information. Our Cruz511 Workplace Program assists employers with
design and implementation of commute plans for their employees. Contact Cruz511 to find out
what commute programs are available at your workplace or have your employer contact the
RTC, info@sccrtc.org, to discuss a specific plan for your workplace.

City of Watsonville Seeks Public Input on Complete
Streets Plan
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Cruz511 Newsletter, August 2018
Over the past several weeks, the City of Watsonville and the RTC have been out and about in
the community gathering feedback from residents on a Complete Streets plan for the
downtown Watsonville area. The Complete Streets plan the City is looking to prepare would
enable safe access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit riders, and motorists
of all ages and abilities.

For the Complete Streets plan, the City is looking at different design alternatives for Main
Street, Union & Brennan streets, and Rodriguez Street. The alternatives can be viewed in
virtual reality at https://www.cityofwatsonville.org/1620/Downtown-Complete-Streets-Plan. Be a
part of these exciting improvements in Watsonville! Take a look at the alternatives and then
provide your feedback on a quick survey.

Vision Zero
In an effort to reduce traffic-related injuries while promoting the use of alternative modes of
transportation, the City of Santa Cruz is looking to create a Vision Zero program within the city.
Vision Zero, a worldwide traffic-safety program, aims to eliminate all traffic fatalities and severe
injuries, while increasing safe, healthy, and equitable mobility for all through education,
enforcement, and engineering solutions.

According to the City of Santa Cruz, the city ranks first (worst) for injuries and fatalities among
cyclists, and fifth worst for pedestrians, when compared to 105 California cities of similar size in
2014. Cyclists account for 10 percent of the travel mode split in the city (second highest in the
state), but account for 28 percent of the traffic deaths and serious injuries; likewise, pedestrians
account for 9 percent of the travel mode split in the city, but account for 25 percent of the traffic
deaths and serious injuries.
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Cruz511 Newsletter, August 2018

Bike Share Comes to Santa Cruz
Have you noticed all of the red JUMP Bikes around the City of Santa Cruz? In May, the City
launched its new bike share program, bringing a new transportation option to the community.
Currently, there are 250 JUMP Bikes across 27 bike share stations around the city. Visit the
City’s Bike Share webpage to learn more about the program and how you can rent a bike.

Safety First on E-Bikes
JUMP Bikes provide a convenient and affordable option for getting around town, but their
electric assist, which provides a boost when you pedal, can make them go approximately 20
miles an hour at full speed, so it is important to follow the rules of the road and always wear a
helmet when you ride. According to a 2016 study from the American Journal of Surgery,
helmeted bicycle riders had 51 percent reduced odds of severe traumatic brain injury and 44
percent reduced odds of mortality. Helmet use also reduced the odds of facial fractures by 31
percent.
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Where to Report JUMP Bikes Left in Hazardous Places?
One of the features of JUMP Bikes that make them so easy to use is that the bikes are
dockless, meaning they don’t have to be picked up or returned at one of the 27 JUMP Bike
stations. People renting the bikes or dropping them off can leave them anywhere within the
Santa Cruz city limits. While this is convenient for riders, bikes are sometimes left in not so
convenient places for pedestrians or neighborhood residents. If you see a JUMP Bike left
somewhere that is hazardous or in the way, you can report it through the RTC’s Hazard Report
system.

Copyright © 2018 Cruz511, a service of the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission, All rights
reserved.
This email is intended for *|EMAIL|*. You received this message because you subscribed to the Cruz511 mailing list
on our website. If you do not wish to receive email from us, you may Unsubscribe *|EMAIL|* from this list.
Our mailing address is:
Cruz511, a service of the Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission
1523 Pacific Avenue
Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Add us to your address book
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Recommended Guidelines to

Protect the Safety of Bicyclists and Pedestrians,
Including Those with Disabilities
During Road Construction, Maintenance or Encroachment

As stated in the California MUTCD 2012 Edition, “The needs and control of all road users (motorists, bicyclists,
and pedestrians within the highway, or on private roads open to public travel, including persons with disabilities
in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA)) through a temporary traffic control
(TTC) zone shall be an essential part of highway construction, utility work, maintenance operations, and the
management of traffic incidents.”
THE PROBLEMS
There are three general situations which impact bicyclists, pedestrians, and disabled travelers:
1. Work in the bikeway* or walkway that forces bicyclists or pedestrians to compete with motor vehicles in a
narrow car lane.
2. Work which is not in the bikeway or walkway but which puts equipment, debris, or warning signs in the
bikeway or walkway.
3. Work that blocks the direction of travel without a clear, safe, and convenient detour for cyclists,
pedestrians, or wheelchair travelers.
In addition, please be aware of these specific hazards for bicyclists, pedestrians, and disabled travelers:
Hazards to Bicyclists
 Signs, equipment, or debris in the bikeway.


Bikeway blocked without advance warning.



Rough pavement or gravel without advance warning.



Poor pavement transitions, especially when parallel to the line of travel (e.g. metal plate edges or pavement
removal/resurface areas which are not tapered).



Inadequate time to pass through a signalized traffic control.

Hazards to All Pedestrians (including those who are visually impaired or use mobility equipment)
 Blocked/hazardous walkway that is not marked in a way that is visible in advance, especially at night.


Alternate route or detour that is not negotiable by pedestrians using wheelchairs, strollers, carts, etc.



Blocked/hazardous walkway without a barrier that is solid enough to be discernible by guide dog or cane.



Signs, equipment, or debris partially blocking the walkway or encroaching on minimum clearance envelope
of 4 feet wide by 7 feet tall.



Sidewalk blocked with no curb cut or ramp to exit or advance warning to exit at a prior curb cut.



Rough pavement, grooves, or gravel without advance warning. Rocks of 3 inch diameter or greater are
especially hazardous as they may cause a wheelchair to stop abruptly and eject the occupant.

For the purposes of these guidelines, “bikeway” will be used to refer to the space usually used by bicyclists for travel within
a given right-of-way, including painted bike lanes, paved shoulders, the right side of a wide travel lane, or the center of a
narrow travel lane if there is no bike lane or shoulder. “Walkway” will be used to refer to sidewalks, shoulders, and paths
where pedestrians, including people using wheelchairs, usually travel.
*
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THE SOLUTIONS
The CA MUTCD follows these “fundamental principles” for bicyclists and pedestrians in TTC zones:
1. Bicycle and pedestrian “movement should be disrupted as little as practicable”
2. “Bicyclists and pedestrians, including those with disabilities, should be provided with access and
reasonably safe passage through the TTC zone.”
3. “Motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians should be guided in a clear and positive manner while approaching
and traversing TTC zones and incident sites.”
In addition, please consider the following specific safety and access measures:
Detours
 When construction blocks the bikeway, accommodations should be made for bicyclists if they are made for
motorists, including safe and well-marked detours when needed. When motorists are detoured, try finding a
safe corridor that may be left open for bicyclists. If not possible, post “End Bike Lane” and “Bikes May Use
Full Lane” (BMUFL) signs to encourage cyclists to merge into the travel lane. Rather than directing
bicyclists to walk their bikes, try to provide a rideable alternative.


If construction or signs must block the walkway, establish safe, well-signed detours for pedestrians that are
accessible for pedestrians using wheelchairs, strollers, carts, etc.



When traffic control is conducted using temporary traffic signals, timing should accommodate bicyclists,
who will be slower than motor vehicles, especially in the uphill direction. Consider push button signals or
special bicycle loop detectors for bicyclists, if practical.



Barriers should have a portion low enough and solid enough to be easily discernible by a cane, guide dog, or
child. If necessary, use flaggers to guide pedestrians in a clear, calm manner.



For long-term duration projects, the chevron-style “shared roadway bicycle marking” (sharrow) may be used
along detours with on-street parking and inadequate lane width.

Signs
 Whenever possible, construction warning signs should be placed out of the bikeway and walkway, so that the
sign itself is not a barrier for bicyclists, pedestrians, or wheelchair travelers. Remove construction signs
promptly when construction pauses or ends.


Any construction or sign that blocks the bikeway should have sufficient sight distance, including nighttime
visibility, to allow cyclists time to merge safely into the travel lane. Use “End Bike Lane” and “BMUFL”
signs appropriately.



Any construction or sign which blocks the walkway should have prior warning to allow pedestrians and
wheelchair travelers time to exit the walkway at a prior curb cut.



For all construction where the bikeway or walkway is blocked or narrows, post appropriate caution signs to
warn motorists to slow down and watch for bicyclists and pedestrians.

Pavement Surface
 Temporary pavement or metal plates installed during TTC zones should have cold mix asphalt tapered at the
edges for bicyclist, pedestrian and wheelchair traveler safety. Avoid placing metal plate edges in the middle
of the bikeway. Debris in the bikeway or walkway should be cleared at the end of each workday.


If no smooth surface is available for bicyclists, pedestrians, or wheelchair travelers, post signs warning
“Rough Surface” or “Uneven Pavement” at the beginning of the work area. Keep signs posted at the end of
the workday. Use reflective signage on barricades with flashers for night safety.



Prior to “sign off” on projects, verify that the pavement in the bikeway and walkway is even. Overlay should
be smoothed at drainage grates, manholes, and gutter pan, and after narrow trenching in the bikeway.

Prepared by the Community Traffic Safety Coalition of Santa Cruz County with funding from the Santa Cruz County
Regional Transportation Commission. Revised January 2015.
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Pedestrian Hazard Reports 4/25/18 - 12/4/18
Date

Location

Cross Street

City

Category

Additional Comments

Forwarded
to

Forwarded
Date

Response

12/04/18

1303 Laurel

Cleveland

Santa Cruz

Ped: Plant overgrowth
or interference

1303 Laurel, corner of Cleveland. Hazard on Cleveland.
Prickly pear cactus overgrowth.

Jim Burr

12/04/18

12/4/18 Jim Burr: This report came in through the City CRSP system as
well and a staff has been assigned to investigate. Please do not
double report as this wastes valuable staff time. Thanks

11/29/18

Empire Grade

Heller Dr

Santa Cruz

Ped: Traffic signal
problem

Cave Gulch Trailhead, Empire Grade, Santa Cruz, CA
95060 Empire Grade @ Heller Drive Signal has no power.

DPW

11/29/18

Santa Cruz

Ped: Debris on shoulder
or bikeway, Vehicles or
objects blocking
sidewalk, Debris on
sidewalk, Lack of
wheelchair access

Across from the Homeless Services Center on Coral st.
Can't miss it! The entire block is a hazard of people, their
belongings & trash etc. occupying the sidewalk along with
tarps strung from my fence across the sidewalk used for
concealing themselves & using drugs. This atmosphere of
filth & stench is unhealthy to all exposed. By getting the
sidewalk cleared & cleaned is needed for normal use and
a better work environment for those who work for a living.
Please call with any additional information needed. I am
greatly waiting for a response. Thank You, Greg Woolever

Jim Burr

11/09/18

Santa Cruz

Crossing Center Street at Mission Street heading
east/west. Cars on Center Street waiting to turn left onto
Mission Street will often pull up so much that they are fully
blocking the crosswalk and there is no room to cross in
Ped: Vehicles or objects
front of the car with out entering the lane of traffic on
blocking sidewalk, Lack
Mission Street. Is there additional signage or stripping that
of sidewalk
could have the cars wait a few feet back and still activate
the traffic signal? I know the wait at this light can seem
very long to traffic in all directions. I hate having to tell
drivers they are in the crosswalk on a daily basis.

Jim Burr

10/05/18

10/10/18 Jim Burr: All signs and markings per the MUTCD are in place.
This is an enforcement issue and will be forwarded to the SCPD.
10/10/18 Scott Garner SCPD: I will forward this to our enforcement
officers. Thank you for bringing this to our attention.

Santa Cruz

Ped: Traffic Signal
problem, Other

North Pacific, heading north, crossing River Street, in
conflict with drivers turning left onto River Street. I cross
River Street on foot on a daily basis. Trying to get across
River Street, even at that light is a stressful, unsafe
experience in which I feel as though drivers trying to make
it through the light are speeding past me the second they
can. I know traffic light timing is very complicated, but it
would be great to either have all the lights red in a traffic
scramble or at least have some lead time with the north
bound light red in order to get into the crosswalk before
the cars accelerate. Thank you for looking into this.

Jim Burr

10/05/18

10/10/18 Jim Burr: No response required

Ped: Other

Soquel Drive stores across from plaza with UPS - cars are
using the parking areas as a passing lane on Soquel
Drive. Coming up from Aptos Village towards State Park
Drive there are stores along the right side facing the street
with spaces in front for parking - cars are using this to
pass when the lots are somewhat empty, starting at Open
Door Locksmith and cutting back at Sushi On The Go.

11/09/18

10/04/18

10/04/18

10/04/18

Coral St

Center St

North Pacific Ave

Soquel Dr

River St

Mission St

River St

State Park

Aptos
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DPW

10/05/18

10/5/18 Misty Dawn Scott: Good morning Denise, I am in receipt of
traffic violations on Soquel Drive however this would be an
enforcement issue for the California Highway Patrol. The County of
Santa Cruz Public Works does not have the authority for traffic
violations ticketing enforcement. Thank you for taking the time to report
these issues.
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10/04/18

09/20/18

09/12/18

09/05/18

08/22/18

Soquel Dr

Mission

6500 Soquel Dr

724 Rio Del Mar
Blvd

1930 Ocean St Ext

Between Park and
State Park

Laurel

Cabrillo College Rd

Between Murray
and Clubhouse

Graham Hill Rd

Aptos

Santa Cruz

Ped: Other

Ped: Audible crossing
signal needs repair

There is very dangerous speeding occuring on Soquel
Drive between State Park Drive and Park Avenue exits,
particularly in front of the Aptos Shopping Center strip mall
(with Pacific Coffee Roasting & Frank's Pharmacy) and
Mar Vista Elementary School. I live behind Aegis, work at
Cabrillo, and my son attends Santa Cruz Montessori...I
drive and walk that area a lot. Walking along Soquel has
gotten very scary....cars zoom by right at the crosswalk
and 25 mph sign. And, while driving I am pretty much run
off the road when maintaining the speed limit (usually a
little fast at 28-30mph). It's bad in front of my son's school,
too - Santa Cruz Montessori. I anticipate a fender-bender
any day now - hopefully not worse. CHP had increased
monitoring on this road in the past - it needs to happen
again before someone is horribly injured.

On the corner with the Herb room, for crossing Mission
towards Emily's, the housing containing the walk light
button is extremely loose on the pole. Second, on the
Caltrans: Jessica
corner which used to have the pharmacy and now has an
Biro, Julie
unoccupied building, for crossing Mission towards the
Gonzalez, Carol
second-hand store, the chirper in the audible pedestrian
Salas
signal does not make a sound. As this is my home area
crossing, it's extremely dangerous for me on a regular
basis.

Sidewalk, mountain side of Soquel Drive, in front of the
Cabrillo bus stop. Where the concrete meets asphalt,
there is a raised ridge that I tripped over and skinned my
knees.

Aptos

Ped: Rough pavement
or potholes

Aptos

The pedestrian path across from the Deluxe shopping
center on Rio Del Mar. what does it take to enhance it with
Ped: Crossing Hazard flashing lights like by Whole Foods in Capitola? My life is
in danger each time I cross and I cannot believe that CHP
is never there to catch speeding cars!

Santa Cruz

DPW

Teresa is really concerned about what is going to happen
to this section of road. There is going to be a bioswale in
front of the new sidewalk and Teresa is concerned
Ped: Lack of wheelchair
access, Sidewalk too because there will be no bike lane, no cross walk, and no
narrow, No crosswalk or stop sign there and feels like it is going to be extremely
dangerous for everyone especially someone in a wheel
striping
chair. She would like someone to contact her so that she
could express her concerns.
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10/05/18

09/20/18

10/5/18 Misty Dawn Scott: Good morning Denise, I am in receipt of
traffic violations on Soquel Drive however this would be an
enforcement issue for the California Highway Patrol. The County of
Santa Cruz Public Works does not have the authority for traffic
violations ticketing enforcement. Thank you for taking the time to report
these issues.

9/21/18 Nancy Cross: She’s received an email with her ticket number
and the information below. We’ll keep this open until the issue has
been resolved. 10/2/18 Nancy Cross: This is to confirm the request
below has been addressed by our Electrical crews, and an email was
sent to the citizen. Note: Initially sent to Jim Burr, City of Santa Cruz in
July, should have been sent to Caltrans - see entry dated 7/27/18.

9/17/18 Misty Dawn Scott: Good morning George, I am in receipt of
your issue of raised sidewalk on Soquel Avenue. I will be forwarding
your report to our Encroachment / Permits division of Public Works for
their review. 10/11/18 Misty Dawn Scott:Good afternoon George, Our
9/13/2018 (DPW)
DPW, then Metro
Encroachments / Road Operations Division of Public Works went out
10/11/18 (Metro)
on your request and found that this is an issue with the Santa Cruz
Metro bus stop and not a County of Santa Cruz Public Works issue. I
hope this helps. and reply. Thank you for taking the time to report this
issue. 10/11/18 Joanna Edmonds - report forwarded to Metro

DPW

09/06/18

Jim Burr

08/24/18

9/7/18 Misty Dawn Scott: Good afternoon Nick, I am in receipt of your
traffic issue on Rio Del Mar Blvd. I will be forwarding your report to our
Traffic division of Public Works for their review and reply. Thank you for
taking the time to report this issue.

emailed Jim Burr to follow-up 9/6/18
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08/22/18

2565 Mission St

Swift St

Santa Cruz

Ped: damaged/missing
sidewalk

08/10/18

623 California St

Rigg St

Santa Cruz

Ped: Vegetation
blocking sidewalk

PG&E removed the sidewalk more than a month ago to
replace the utility pole. It would be good if the sidewalk is
fixed before the rains begin. There is a patch of missing
sidewalk around a utility pole cable anchor position. This
is not visible in the photo. Utility pole ID number:
120243457 Also, the PG&E truck leaked a large amount
of oil which has flowed along a stretch of the street gutter
in this location. If this is not cleared up it will be washed
into the Bay when the rains come.
Sidewalk blocked with vegetation at California and Rigg in
Santa Cruz. Address of house is 623 California Street
Hazard is on Rigg sidewalk. Tree branches hang down
over sidewalk. See photo. Tree is on Rigg.

Jim Burr

08/23/18

emailed Jim Burr to follow-up 9/6/18

Jim Burr

08/13/18

8/14/18 Jim Burr: Debbie, This request is being routed to the
appropriate City staff. Thanks

Lack of wheelchair access, JUMP electric bikes. This was
from yesterday. Our neighbors in wheeelchairs can get
through here. There should be a way to charge riders
extra if they block the sidewalk. The bike numbers are
visible in the photo. This is a re-submission with the photo
cropped to be below the maximum file size.

Claire Fliesler,
Jump bikes
support

08/08/18

8/8/2018 Kellie A. (support@socialbicycles.com): Thank you for
contacting JUMP. Your request (#48756) has been received and is
being reviewed by our support staff. We will be getting back to you
shortly. To add additional comments, reply to this email or click the link
below: https://help.jumpbikes.com/hc/requests/48756

08/08/18

8/8/2018 Kellie A. (support@socialbicycles.com): Thank you for
contacting JUMP. Your request (#48756) has been received and is
being reviewed by our support staff. We will be getting back to you
shortly. To add additional comments, reply to this email or click the link
below: https://help.jumpbikes.com/hc/requests/48756

08/08/18

8/8/2018 Kellie A. (support@socialbicycles.com): Thank you for
contacting JUMP. Your request (#48756) has been received and is
being reviewed by our support staff. We will be getting back to you
shortly. To add additional comments, reply to this email or click the link
below: https://help.jumpbikes.com/hc/requests/48756

08/07/18

201 Berkshire Ave

Glover St

Santa Cruz

Ped: Jump bikes
blocking sidewalk

08/07/18

201 Berkshire Ave

Glover St

Santa Cruz

Ped: Jump bikes
blocking sidewalk

Lack of wheelchair access, JUMP electric bikes. This was
from yesterday. Our neighbors in wheeelchairs can get
through here. There should be a way to charge riders
extra if they block the sidewalk. The bike numbers are
visible in the photo.

Claire Fliesler,
Jump bikes
support

Santa Cruz

Ped: Jump bikes
blocking sidewalk

Laurel St. sidewalk at first house past the Food Bin. Lack
of wheelchair access, JUMP electric bikes. You can see
the bike number in the photo.

Claire Fliesler,
Jump bikes
support

08/07/18

08/07/18

1212 Laurel St

East Cliff Dr

Mission St

5th Ave

Santa Cruz

Ped: Bike racks on
sidewalk, lack of bike
signs

There are two intersecting problems at the Twin Lakes
Beach project. 1) Bike racks are placed in several places
on the sidewalk, encouraging bicyclists to ride their
bicycles on the sidewalk. There are no signs directing
bicyclists to not ride on the sidewalk and to ride in the
marked bike lanes. 2) The bike lane coming from 7th
avenue stops abruptly at the approach to the roundabout,
leaving bicyclists unsure of how to proceed. The bike lane
starts again on th opposite side of the roundabout. 3)
There are no signs directing bicycle traffic through the
harbor to Eaton Street and the bridge across the harbor.
As a result, bicyclists ride on the busy sidewalk against
the flow of traffic on the one-way Lake and 5th streets.
When they reach Eaton, they continue across the bridge
on the very narrow sidewalk rather than crossing Eaton to
proceed in the bike lane. This problem has gone on for
years, and planners refused to acknowledge this in plans
for the Twin Lakes Beach project and the proposed
seismic retrofit of the harbor bridge.
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County DPW

08/08/18

8/8/2018 Jana Vargas (DPW): Good afternoon, I am in receipt of your
issues at Twin Lakes Beach. I will be forwarding your report the Traffic
Division of Public Works for their review and reply. Thank you for taking
the time to report this issue.
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07/27/18

Mission

07/11/18

817 California Street

06/29/18

Trout Gulch

06/18/18

112 Marina Ave

06/07/18

Ocean St

05/07/18

05/06/18

Soquel Ave

Soquel Avenue

Laurel

Aptos St.

Water

Trout Gulch

Branciforte

Santa Cruz

Ped: Audible crossing
signal needs repair

On the corner with the Herb room, for crossing Mission
towards Emily's, the housing containing the walk light
button is extremely loose on the pole. Second, on the
corner which used to have the pharmacy and now has an
unoccupied building, for crossing Mission towards the
second-hand store, the chirper in the audible pedestrian
signal does not make a sound. As this is my home area
crossing, it's extremely dangerous for me on a regular
basis.

Santa Cruz

damaged sidewalk, lack
of wheelchair access

Severe damage to sidewalk. Trip hazard. I don't think a
wheelchair could get through.

James Burr

07/12/18

07/12/18 JB: This complaint has been forwarded to the correct City
staff. The property owner will be put on notice of the trip hazard.

Aptos

Pedestrian Crossing
Hazard

Crosswalk is dangerous for pedestrians crossing from the
Bayview Hotel side of Trout Gulch toward Aptos Street. A
number of older, women shoppers from the popular
Caroline's thrift store cross over the street to Jet Set
Bohemian and then return. The difficulty is that traffic
stops at the intersection and the crosswalk is set some
distance back. Cars stop in or obscure part of the
crosswalk, or are stopped in such a way that the signal
light that gives permission to cross is difficult to see. Cars
coming out of Aptos Street are also apt to swing into the
crosswalk in an attempt to get into position to go through
the intersection. They are focused on the intersection and
NOT on people in the crosswalk. Also, when a big truck or
van is at the intersection, heading from Trout Gulch left or
straight across Soquel Drive, the size of the vehicle blocks
the view of other cars that are headed north on Trout
Gulch. Unless a pedestrian is extremely alert, they could
be hit by a car accelerating through, because they are
hidden from view.

DPW

06/29/18

On 6/29/2018 DPW Replied: I will be forwarding your report to Public
Works Transportation / Traffic division along with sending this to Public
Works Design division for their attention and reply.

Aptos

Lighting Problem

Street Lamp out

DPW

06/18/18

on 6/19/2018 DPW replied: I will forward this message to our Traffic
Division for them to review the Hazard Report.

Santa Cruz

Signal Light not
functioning

Walk signal is not functioning. Red light does not light up
when button is pushed. In addition the button feels weird
like it doesn't go in.

Jim Burr

06/07/18

Jim Burr 6/7/2018: With this email the correct City crew has been
notified. Thanks for reporting. Jim Burr 6/8/18: Pedestrian push button
has been repaired (replaced).

Debris on shoulder

The Aptos Village project appears to be creating a lot of
debris along Trout Gulch and Soquel. The Contractor
should clear the bike land/ shoulder of debris weekly at
minimum as part of BMPs. In addition, a lot of debris
(glass, gravel, etc.) has built up along Soquel Drive along
entire north bound commute length (Aptos to Santa Cruz)
and needs to be street swept.

County DPW

05/07/18

5/7/2018 DPW replied: I am in receipt of your issue debris at Trout
Gulch part of the Aptos Village Improvements Project. I will be
forwarding this request to our Construction division and Design
division engineers of Public Works . I will also be forwarding your
request for sweeping the bike lanes on Soquel Drive to our Brommer
maintenance yard

Vehicles or objects
blocking the sidewalk

The new ebike rental hub in front of the Buttery empty lot
on Soquel is a hazard. The bikes are not in it as of today,
May6, and it is already impeding pedestrians. When the
bikes are added to the rack (17 e bikes),the amount of
sidewalk that will be unuseable will be hard to even
imagine. That is because the city's plan allowed the
company to put the rack directly on the sidewalk. This
choice cannot be compliant with ADA guidelines for
persons in wheelchairs and every other pedestrian not in
a wheelchair. Please tell me who I should contact if you
are unable to deal with this important issue.

Jim Burr

05/07/18

07/12/18 JB: This is not a hazard report. Thanks for your comments

Aptos

Santa Cruz
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Jim Burr

9/6/18 (unsure
date initially
forwarded in July)

9/6/18 Jim Burr: This should have been routed to Caltrans. Thanks.
9/20/18 report forwarded to Caltrans, see new entry dated 9/20/18.
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05/05/18

05/04/18

5/29/2018

5/21/2017

5/17/2018

Ocean St

137 Dakota Avenue

Highland Ave

260 Spreckels Drive

946 El Rancho

Soquel

Ocean St

Highland

Seacliff Dr. E

Carbonera

Santa Cruz

Traffic signal problem

Button to cross soquel doesn't seem to be working.

Jim Burr

05/07/18

Santa Cruz

Rough pavement of
potholes

The pedestrian ramp at the (Paradox Hotel) corner of
Dakota & Ocean St, leads into the cross-walk into a wornout GAP in the road. This causes the pedestrian's shoe to
get stuck in it while they are trying to be mindful of cars
and bikes coming and going to/from Dakota street. This
needs at least a temporary filler to flatten it out.

Jim Burr

05/07/18

ON 5/10/2018 Jburr stated: This email forwards your report to the
appropriate crew for repair. They will add this to their workplan for
evaluation and prioritize it with other needs across the City.

Santa Cruz

Plant overgrowth or
interference

Location Concrete stairs and path leading from Hghland
Avenue, Santa Cruz 95060 (before the switch back) to
Highland Avenue after the road switch back. Many
walkers and bikers use this path which has been there for
over 40 years. The neighbors next to the path DO NOT
keep rose bushes, trees, and other plants from growing
over the path.

Jim Burr

5/29/2018

6/1/2018 Jburr replied: Staff will check the property adjacent. If City, we
will trim, If private, letter to trim will be sent

Aptos

Plant overgrowth or
interference, Lack of
sidewalk, Sidewalk too
narrow

Ground ivy and tree branches force pedestrian and bike
traffic into car lane on a blind curve. Very dangerous with
the combo of fast drivers, slow walkers in car lane and
blind curve. Needs trimming maintenance to reclaim road
shoulder

County DPW

5/22/2018

County of
Santa Cruz

Plant overgrowth or
interference, debris on
Shoulder or bikeway

Tall grass on the shoulder of the road inhibits walking or
riding on the shoulder and requires pedestrians and
bicyclists to walk/ride in the traffic lanes. There is plenty of
shoulder there for both if it were cleaned up between
Carbonera and Pasatiempo ramp. Several pedestrians
walk this section of road daily.

DPW & Jim Burr

5/17/2018

04/27/18

Bay St

Kenneth Street

Santa Cruz

4/26/2018

River Street

Pacific Ave

Santa Cruz

4/26/2018

Emmett St

Mission St

Santa Cruz

No cross-walk markings. Cars speed up and down at all
hours. No safe way to cross, side walk present in this
area. Stretch between King St and Iowa Dr gives drivers
incentive to go over the speed limit. I believe a
No crosswalk or striping,
roundabout would make this a safer street to cross
Other
because cars speed up and down Bay St on a daily basis.
Both pedestrians and cyclists have to wait to safely cross
the street to avoid being run over by a speeding car.

Jim Burr

04/27/18

Traffic Signal Problem

Audible pedestrian signal not functioning. Makes it almost
impossible to figure out when to cross River Street, given
how short the light is as well as ongoing construction in
the area.

Amelia
Conlen/Jim Burr

4/26/2018

Other:Dangerous
Crosswalk

Vehicles on Mission do not stop for pedestrians, and the
vehicles are usually speeding. Drivers make eye contact
and then SPEED UP in an attempt to make it through the
Mission/Hwy 1 stop light up ahead. This crosswalk needs
a "state law yield to peds within crosswalk" or maybe ped
activated flashing lights. This crosswalk is right next to a
school.

Amelia
Conlen/Jim Burr

4/26/2018
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5/23/2018 DPW: I am in receipt of your issue of overgrowth in the
County right of way. I will be forwarding your report to out to our
Brommer maintenance yard (831) 477-3999 and our Encroachments
division of Public Works.
Thank you for taking the time to report this issue.

5/1/2018 Jim Burr: The City is in the final design phase on a project for
this area that will be built this summer/fall. Project includes the
construction of sidewalk on the west side of Bay between King and
Escalona, protected left phase for left turns onto King and increased
lighting along Bay St. We also have a project, for a little farther out,
that will install a pedestrian activated Rectangular Rapid Flash Beacon
for the crossing at Escalona. The end result will be improved crossings
at King and at Escalona, and sidewalk both sides between the two.
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4/25/2018

Mount Hermon Rd

Hwy 17

Scotts Valley

Lack of sidewalk/no
crosswalk or stripping

There is a pedestrian crosswalk on the overpass itself, but
none approaching or exiting the overpass. In order to gain
access to the overpass, the pedestrian must climb over or
around guard rails and then to walk in the roadway as
cars exit or enter the freeway. Very dangerous. I am
unable to pinpoint the location because the map does not
show the intersection of Hiway 17 and Mount Hermon
Road
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Trish McGrath,
Frank Alvarez,
Jessica Kahn

4/25/2018
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